PRO ADS

contemporary hideout
A soothing Balinese vibe with a modern twist marks the style of
this light-filled home

W

hat makes a home a
sanctuary for the soul?
Is it the aura of calm that
envelopes your senses
as you relax into a plush sofa or is it
the furnishings that evoke memories
of a faraway holiday destination? To
the owners of this three-bedroom
condominium, it is a Balinese theme
interspersed with modern design
elements that provides a tranquil
haven for them. Designer John Kow
from Rhiss Interior gave this theme an
eclectic twist which is most evident in
the shared living and dining area.
The walls are adorned with
wallpaper with a coarse texture akin
to that of natural pebbles and one of
these wallpapered walls also serve
as a living room feature after being
flanked symmetrically by two veneer
frames. Continuing the horizontal
patterns of the frame, the area near
the bay windows is installed with dark
brown timber blinds to make it more
conducive for relaxation. The base
of the windows is deliberately left
untouched, letting natural light pool at
the bottom for a sense of lightness to
the space.

Get the look:

Light streams in through the
bottom of the glass-encased
bay window and factors in a
restful and airy vibe to the
living area.
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Style wow:

Instead of settling for plain
surfaces for the sliding cabinet,
a movie reel motif design
brings the movie magic to the
entertainment area.

Peering into the parquet-floored
master bedroom, the brown color
tones are evident at every corner
and this gives it a natural earthy feel.
The full-length wardrobe is tinted
with a reflective finish to visually
expand the room and also serve as a
functional mirror. The highlight of the
room, however, is the symmetrical
pairing of two strips of mirrors beside
a large art piece above the bed’s
headboard. The whole room is
perceived to be a lot more spacious
than it is with the strategic placing of
these reflective surfaces.
Last but not least, the
entertainment room showcases the
ultimate treat of this resort-like urban
dwelling. An entire wall is dedicated
to housing a huge collection of CDs
and DVDs. For this area, John affixed
dark wall-to-ceiling laminate shelving
units that contrast with a white
graphic movie reel motif. Matching
shelving units are stationed at the
bay window area to complete the
overall balance of the room.
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With over 10 years of interior design experience between its founders, it goes without
saying that Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd has the expertise to turn dream homes into reality.
Besides that, its dynamic team of talented designers is always ready to transform empty
rooms into innovative spaces for living, work and play! Armed with rich experience,
creative ideas, practical interior solutions and most importantly, passion, you can be sure
that your abode will be in the good hands of this dream team.
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